Community News

Haverford High School is in the Zone

frequency beaming. All models in the series comply with ETL standards, including UL1480, frequencies through the center of the LF driver's magnetic structure and cone. This special has been in its current location since 1903. Its noted alumni include artist Maxfield Parish, as

amplifier. Each of the full-range models is a true coaxial loudspeaker, with a concentrically structures and efficient coils ensure high output, resulting in greater headroom per power

5- and 6.5-inch 100W models; the

process easier, faster and safer. The series comprises seven products, including five full -

range, standard-depth back-can models. The

Community's innovative

careful consideration was given to the type of loudspeakers to be used in the installation and

School of Point Pleasant, New Jersey, is the multi-purpose room. Hosting everything from

lunch periods to presentations and performances, the "cafetorium" is a non-stop hub of activity

were mounted on each truss on the grandstand canopy and twenty

of Capricorn and is the capital city of Australia's Northern Territory, colloquially known as "The

Darwin, home to the Marrara Sporting Complex and TIO Stadium, is located north of the Tropic

of their exceptional fidelity and even coverage. Each loudspeaker is suspended from a custom

commencement and their annual silent auction. With a goal of achieving high intelligibility

the double court basketball gym serves the school for other events including yearly

athletic complex houses a pool, a wrestling pavilion, a squash pavilion and three gyms. The

school recently decided to upgrade the sound in one of the gyms as well as the wrestling

Serial numbers: R.5COAX99, D4LP, D5, D6

R Series

- TRU-PHASE™, dz. trapezoidal HF waveguide to direct high

- VERIS™-carbon ring cone

- Drop-Stop™

Drop-Stop™

Product Spotlight: New Distributed Design Series

Community Professional Loudspeakers

is launching its new

Series

- Integrated Systems Europe (ISE)
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